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Installation Instructions 3-16-22

Model RYK-FLRB

Steps needed to install your Ryker Driver Floor Boards All Models
Including 2022+
DO NOT USE IMPACT DRILL ON BOLTS OR NUTS.
(Stainless Steel Hardware is Softer Metal and can strip the threads.)

You must use lubricant on bolts and nuts to prevent galling. Minimum WD40, preferably Anti-Seize
Stainless Steel Lubricant MRO 1000

Complete Kit shown above. For all Ryker Models.
1.- The New Spyder Extras Ryker Floorboard kit is simple to install and is the most comfortable floorboard
option on the market. Set at an angel that fits the rider’s position. This allows too the floorboard to be tilted
up and adjusted as the normal foot peg allowed.
First drill two 5/16” holes on each oem highway peg as shown below in this exact position. This hole
location lines up with the floorboard mount holes. Start with an 1/8” bit to drill a pilot hole.

2.- Take the two 5/16” Socket Head Bolts and place the floorboard main support over the footrest and take
the mount lock plate and mount it from the bottom as shown below. Screw the bolts down evenly through

the mount then the footrest into the mount lock plate. Tighten down evenly through the lock plate then add
the safety locknuts as shown below.

3.- Take the floorboard plate with the letter R facing outwards and the two button heads screws and screw
the floorboard plate down. Do the same for the opposite side.
Your Floorboards are now installed. These floorboards allow full adjustment of your existing OEM pegs.
4.-Once Installed do not stand on the rear of the Floorboards. Stand over the peg location only!

5.- For 2022 models that have the wider OEM foot peg do the following. Remove the screw shown below.
Then remove the foot peg

6.- Next drill a 5/16” hole shown below center of peg support as shown below on left photo below.
Then take the floorboard mount main bracket lay over the mount drop a bolt in this hole for alignment and
then drill another 5/16” hole as shown below on the right photo. Next drill out these two holes with an
11/32” drill bit to allow for adjustment when bolting together.

7.- Then install the main mount and floorboard as shown above. The lower lock plate on this version, make
sure the lock plate flat portion is up against the bottom of the peg as shown below. Use Blue LocTite on
bolts to lock plate

We thank you for purchasing one of our Ryker Accessory Kits. Today we know the need for accessories that provide a
higher level of comfort while riding and we have solved that demand with a stylish system that compliments the design of
your Spyder!
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